**TRBASA** – Total reserves, adjusted for changes in reserve requirements, Board of Governors’ (BOG) measure;

**NBRBASA** - Nonborrowed reserves, adjusted for changes in reserve requirements, BOG measure;

**NBRECBASA** - Nonborrowed reserves plus extended credit, adjusted for changes in reserve requirements, BOG measure;

**BASEBASA** - Monetary base, adjusted for changes in reserve requirements, BOG measure;


5. Deep-History Source: Reserves of Depository Institutions, Federal Reserve Board.

6. Vintage Names: TRBASA_{yy}Mmm, NBRBASA_{yy}Mmm, NBRECBASA_{yy}Mmm, BASEBASA_{yy}Mmm, where \( yy \) is the year of the vintage (two digits), \( M \) represents the word month, and \( mm \) is the month of the vintage, collected in the middle of the quarter (\( mm = 2, 5, 8, 11 \)).

7. Vintage Dates: Quarterly vintages reflect the data available in the middle of the quarter.

*Special Notes*

1. Reliable deep-history sources for real-time reserves data are often unavailable. And, unfortunately, reserves data, adjusted for changes in reserve requirements (i.e., break-adjusted, denoted BA) are revised by large amounts whenever there is a change in reserve requirements. Thus, in many of our vintages, the reserves data are missing. Because we have adopted a very conservative approach in deciding when to include a particular series in a particular data set, we believe that the reserves data that are included reflect accurately the data that would have been available to analysts at the reference date.

3. In the vintages 1985:Q3 to 1986:Q1, the reserves series contain a break over which observations are missing. The period of missing observations—denoted by NA—is 1965:M1 to 1967:M12. (Our deep-history source for these data sets was missing the page on which these observations should have appeared.)